KEEP BREATHING
Respiratory protection for generations

We design and
manufacture world class
respiratory protection
Since 1926 Sundström Safety have been dedicated to protect
people against polluted air. Our company is managed by a
third generation of Sundström family thoroughly preserving
traditions and atmosphere set by the founder.

1962
The SR 62 half mask is
launched with unique
anatomic design

1926
The company was
officially founded by
Mr. Ivan Sundström Sr.

Ivan Sundström Sr.
1889–1976

1984
Change names;
“Sundströms Respiratorer”
to “Sundström Safety AB”

1950’s

1976

1986

Mr. Per Sundström was
appointed Managing Director

Factory moves
from Lidingö
(Stockholm) to
Lagan (Småland)

Opening of new
factory in Lagan

Per Sundström
1920–2004

Geological engineer Ivan Sundström observed

Our imagination has through the years led us

that the eyes and lungs of miners had to be

to create products with a long lifetime and

protected and therefore sought a solution and

with the rapid advancement in technological

we have now carried this task with us through

knowledge there is no limits to how far our

and into the 21st century.

future system will span, protecting generation

Therefore Sundström Safety has invested vast

after generation from polluted air.

resources into product development. The ob-

We always endeavor to offer the best possible

jective has been to create products that are

protection.

user-friendly with highest protection level.

Traditionally Swedish products are famous for
their quality and safety. We can present a complete system with various respiratory protec-

So in the future it is our goal not just to provide
products that keep you safe but entire systems
specifically fitted for your needs, the simple
need to keep breathing.

tive devices for most applications occurring in
the market and we do so stretching globally.

2015

1999
Launch of
Full Face
mask SR 200

1989
Launch of half
mask SR 90
(silicone)

Launch of
SR 900 SYSTEM

2001
Mr Ivan Sundström Jr.
was appointed as
Managing Director

1993

2003

2016

Sundström is
one of the first in
the PPE business
with ISO 9001

Launch of SR 500

Sundström
celebrates 90 years

Head office

Factory

Tel: +46 8 562 370 00

Tel: +46 8 562 370 00

Fax: +46 8 562 370 20

Fax: +46 8 562 370 60
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SE-181 33 Lidingö

SE-341 50 Lagan

Sweden

Sweden

srsafety.com

